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CONCURRING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER JAMES H. QUELLO 

In Re: Nondiscrimination in the employment policies 
and practices of broadcast licensees 

This document outllnes a policy which I accept with some reluctance. 
The substance of the policy is, I believe, both reasonable and just. 
My concerns lie wi.th its implernentation as I outlined when we issued 
the ~[)tic:e o f Inq uir y a nd Notice of Proposed Rule Making in Docket 
20550, FCC 75 - 849, 54 FCC 2d 354 (1975). In concurring with the 
Noti~.J I que.stioned whether the Commis sion IS approacb produced the 
clarity and certainty that woul.d facilitate con.pliance and nlaximize 
irrlplementation. I suggested that the Con1.mission consider a simple, 
clear-cut proc e dure for receiving and processing complaints, the 
establishment of a threshold standard for evaluation of co~plaints and 
tbe prescription of a simple, straightforward response procedure for 
licensees . I a.1so suggested that we develop a recognizable "zone of 
reasonableness" standard to spell out as clearly and straightforwardly 
as possibl e exactly what we expect of licensees in this area. 

While I l'ecognize ~lle budgetary constraints upon our investigative 
(;f[orLs, I also recogni.ze the general.public expectation that we will 
enforce our own rules and policies. Without an incr~ased capacity 
for investigation and direct action, it seems to me, the necessary 
swift responsf' t. o legitirnate complaints of discrimination cannot be 
accomplished. 

I also continue to be dismayed by our inability to provide some clarity 
wi.th regard to our " zone of reasonableness" standard of compliance 
'.\TUh our rules and policies. Our continued reliance upon the "1'11 know 
it when I see it" standard is, in my view, unnecessarily ambiguous. 
If our goal is parity we should say so. If it is more or less than parity 
we should say so. The dynamisrn in the ratio of minority employment 
relied upon by the majority surely rnust opera.te under sorne constraints 
of reason i;!.nd justi ce . If this range shifts over time, as suggested, 
perhaps it is not unthinkable that the Commission could perceive the 
change al~d shar e that perception with the public. Granted, the ratio 
is only one of the fC'.ctors considered in assessing a licensee's per
formance, but 1 fail to understand why that fact enhances the virtue of 
ambiguity. The Report and Order promises a new processing standard 
[or assessing mino r ity and female employrnent. I hope and trust that 
this new standa;rd 1,1.'111 be clearly stated and widely understood. 

Therefore, I concur. 


